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study of several stern ramp finite element models in order to ascertain the suitability of 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The United States Military Sealift Command desires the capability to conduct 
roll-on, roll-off (RORO) operations in the open ocean. In order to achieve this goal, 
RORO operations must be able to be performed during Sea State Three. During RORO 
operations, the offloading vessel is connected to a roll-on, roll-off discharge facility 
(RRDF) by the vessel's stern ramp. The latest version of such vessels is termed "large, 
medium speed, roll-on, roll-off (LMSR), whereas older versions are termed by their 
particular class, such as "Cape H" or "Cape T". Each of these vessels has a uniquely 
designed stern ramp. 
The limiting condition when conducting RORO operations is the stress induced 
in the stern ramp due to loading and twist. The stern ramp must have the capability to 
support two tanks located near its middle while undergoing the twist due to relative 
motion between the RORO vessel and the RRDF. Because existing stern ramp designs 
lack adequate structural integrity during Sea State Three RORO operations, 
modifications must be made to existing RORO equipment to reduce the stress levels in 
the ramps. One possible method is to employ passive isolation between the stern ramp 
and the RRDF as a means of reducing ramp stress levels. 
A coupled hydro-structural simulation model of the combined ship-ramp-RRDF 
is under development in order to evaluate candidate isolator technologies. A thorough 
study of the LMSR, Cape H, and Cape T stern ramp finite element models is necessary 
in order to ascertain the suitability of these models for use in the simulation model. 
Additionally, an experimental facility is being developed to simulate, at model scale, 
wave-induced static and dynamic response of the ramp. Finite element models of the 
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major components of the experimental facility, specifically the model-scale ramp and 
its support, have been developed. Correlation of these finite element models with the 
physical structures must be accomplished for model validation. Experimental modal 
testing of the model-scale ramp and its support is necessary to update the finite element 
models. 
II. FULL-SCALE RAMP FINITE ELEMENT MODELS 
Three finite element models were provided to the Naval Postgraduate School for 
analysis. Two of the models, the LMSR and Cape H stern ramps, were translated from 
ANSYS format for use with MSC/NASTRAN. The Cape T stern ramp model was 
delivered in MSC/NASTRAN format. The Cape H and Cape T models were 
constructed using metric units whereas the LMSR model was constructed in English 
units. All results are provided in English units. 
Each stern ramp design consists of two sections. Section-One connects to the 
stern of the RORO vessel for deployment onto the RRDF for RORO operations. 
Section-Two is connected to Section-One by two, five or eight hinge joints depending 
on the design, and rests on the RRDF when deployed for RORO operations. Section- 
Two is designed to be the more flexible portion of the ramp to minimize torsional 
stresses in the ramp created by the relative motions between the RORO vessel and the 
RRDF. 
A.        LARGE, MEDIUM SPEED, ROLL-ON, ROLL-OFF STERN RAMP 
Table 1 lists the physical dimensions and material properties of the LMSR ramp. 
Length 113.9 ft 
Width 24 ft 
Weight 105.5 tons 
Elastic Modulus 30,000 ksi 
Material Mild steel 
Table 1. LMSR Stern Ramp Characteristics 
Figure 1 displays the LMSR stern ramp finite element model. Two hinges connect 
Sections-One and Two allowing for a more flexible coupling than exists in the Cape H 
or Cape T stern ramp designs. 
Section 1 
Figure 1. LMSR Stern Ramp Finite Element Model 
Five separate boundary condition cases were used for computational modal 
analysis of the LMSR stern ramp and comparison with results obtained previously from 
the Cape T stern ramp. Figure 2 displays the grid point locations restrained for each 
boundary condition case, two each for the ship and RRDF ends and Figures 3 through 7 









Figure 2. LMSR Boundary Condition Grid Locations 
Arrows indicate restrained DOF 
11111 
Figure 3. LMSR Boundary Condition Case 1 
5 
Arrows indicate restrained DOF 
Figure 4. LMSR Boundary Condition Case 2 
Arrows indicate restrained DOF 
Figure 5. LMSR Boundary Condition Case 3 
6 
Arrows indicate restrained DOF 
Figure 6. LMSR Boundary Condition Case 4 
Arrows indicate restrained DOF 
>T^ 
Figure 7. LMSR Boundary Condition Case 5 
Case five boundary conditions, shown in Figure 7, were used for all linear static 
computational analyses of the LMSR stern ramp. 
Some modifications were required to be made to the "as delivered" LMSR stern 
ramp finite element model. The model was originally constructed for the ANSYS finite 
element software and was translated to MSC/NASTRAN for use at the Naval 
Postgraduate School. The translation processor was unable to translate an ANSYS 
element type, MATRIX 27. There were 16 such elements used in the ANSYS version 
of the LMSR model. These elements modeled a buttressing device used to lock the 
ramp in the deployed position for RORO operations. The MSC/NASTRAN element 
type CELAS1 was used to replace the ANSYS MATRIX 27 element and were added to 
the model. Table 2 contains the grid connection points for the new MSC/NASTRAN 
elements. 
Element Type Upper Grid Lower Grid 
CELAS1 9101 6786 
CELAS1 9106 6787 
CELAS1 9107 6788 
CELAS1 9105 6782 
CELAS1 9126 6799 
CELAS1 9131 6800 
CELAS1 9129 6801 
CELAS1 9127 6798 
CELAS1 5336 2320 
CELAS1 5338 2325 
CELAS1 5337 2324 
CELAS1 5332 1809 
CELAS1 5358 2332 
CELAS1 5360 2334 
CELAS1 5362 2333 
CELAS1 5357 1852 
Table 2. LMSR Stern Ramp Buttressing Device Grid Connection Points 
Each CELAS1 element acts in the vertical direction with a stiffness of 24,000,000 
lbf/in. Another modification was the construction of lumped mass and rigid element 
tank models to predict the natural frequencies of a fully loaded (two tanks) LMSR stern 
ramp. These tank representations were constructed similarly to those that were 
delivered with the Cape T stern ramp finite element model. Each tank model 
represented 80.6 tons added mass for a two-tank total of 161.2 tons. The lumped mass 
and rigid element tank representations were only used with the normal modes analysis 
of the LMSR stern ramp. 
B.        CAPE T STERN RAMP 
Table 3 lists the physical dimensions and material properties of the Cape T stern 
ramp. 
Length 101.6 ft 
Width 25.4 ft 
Weight 116.5 tons 
Elastic Modulus 30,400 ksi 
Material Mild steel 
Table 3. Cape T Stern Ramp Characteristics 
Figure 8 displays the Cape T stern ramp finite element model. The Cape T stem ramp 
differs from the LMSR and Cape H stem ramps in that the buttressing device is 
modeled engaged in the deployed position. Five hinges are used to connect Sections- 
One and Two. This results in a somewhat suffer connection and greater potential to 
induce torsion stresses in section one due to relative motion between the RRDF and 
RORO vessel. 
■sdi^tej^       Section 1- 
Figure 8. Cape T Stern Ramp Finite Element Model 
Figure 9 indicates boundary condition grid locations and Figure 10 displays the 







Figure 9. Cape T Boundary Condition Grid Locations 
RRDFEnd 
Arrows indicate restrained DOF 
Ship End 
Figure 10. Cape T Boundary Conditions 
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CAPE H STERN RAMP 
Table 4 lists the physical dimensions and material properties of the Cape H stern 
ramp. 
Length 143.8 ft 
Width RRDF End 44.5 ft 
Width Ship End 76.9 ft 
Weight 272.9 tons 
Elastic Modulus 30,000 ksi 
Material Mild steel 
Table 4. Cape H Stern Ramp Characteristics 
Figure 11 displays the Cape H stern ramp finite element model. Eight hinges connect 
Figure 11. Cape H Stern Ramp Finite Element Model 
Sections-One and Two, again this should result in a stiffer coupling than the two-hinge 
LMSR stern ramp design. The Cape H stern ramp is an asymmetric design unlike both 
the Cape T and LMSR designs. Also of note are the "split" arms that control the 
position of Section-Two during operation of the ramp. The split design was necessary 
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to lower the stowed height of the ramp to allow the Cape H vessel more overhead 
clearance. The Cape H ramp design has over twice the mass of the other stern ramp 
designs examined. 
The Cape H finite element model provided to the Naval Postgraduate School 
was an MSC/NASTRAN translation of an ANS YS model. As was the case with the 
LMSR stern ramp, the MATRIX 27 elements were not converted to MSC/NASTRAN 
format. CELAS 1 elements were used to replace the MATRIX 27 elements in the 
MSC/NASTRAN version of the Cape H stern ramp model. Each element acts in the 
vertical direction only with a stiffness of 97,000,000 lbf/in 
Element Type Upper Grid Lower Grid 
CELAS 1 15487 15693 
CELAS 1 15488 15692 
CELAS 1 19552 15694 
CELAS 1 14619 14695 
CELAS 1 14623 14700 
CELAS 1 14622 14699 
CELAS 1 14621 14698 
CELAS 1 15631 204 
CELAS 1 14657 16982 
CELAS 1 20215 20144 
CELAS 1 20218 20147 
CELAS 1 20263 20357 
CELAS 1 20286 20328 
Table 5. Cape H Stern Ramp Buttressing Device Grid Connection Points 
Figure 12 indicates the boundary condition grid locations and Figure 13 shows 
the restrained degrees of freedom (DOF) used during the linear static computational 












Figure 12. Cape H Boundary Conditions 
Arrows indicate restrained DOF 
Figure 13. Cape H Boundary Condition Grid Locations 
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III. MODEL-SCALE RAMP AND SUPPORT FINITE ELEMENT MODELS 
The ability to experimentally measure the response characteristics of a ramp 
with an installed isolator is necessary to ensure the validity of computer models used to 
predict such responses. Ideally, this would be accomplished on a full-scale ramp. 
However, a model-scale test facility that exhibits the same response characteristics as a 
full-scale ramp is better due to ease and reduced cost of experimentation. Through the 
use of a model-scale facility, many variations of isolator types may be rapidly evaluated 
and used to update computer simulation models. A computer simulation model that 
accurately predicts measured behavior at model-scale can easily be adapted to predict 
response of full-scale ramps with confidence. Figures 14 and 15 show the model-scale 
ramp and support. 
2 
<-—x 
Figure 14. Model-Scale Ramp 
15 
Figure 15. Model-Scale Ramp Support 
A. MODEL-SCALE RAMP 
MSC/NASTRAN was used to construct a finite element model of the model- 
scale ramp. The scale-ramp model was designed to have the same aspect ratio and 
RORO response characteristics as the full-scale Cape T stern ramp. This model was 
used as a basis for construction of the model-scale ramp to be used with the 
experimental test facility. Due to requirements for construction and assembly of the 
model-scale ramp, some minor deviations from the finite element model design were 
necessary. The model-scale ramp finite element model was updated to reflect these 
design deviations. 
B. MODEL-SCALE RAMP SUPPORT 
MSC/NASTRAN was used to construct a finite element model of the model- 
scale ramp support. This support was designed to minimize excitation of the 
16 
experimental test ramp during simulation of RORO operation. Following construction 
and testing of the scale-ramp support, the model was updated. Specifically, the support 
was raised above the deck by quarter inch steel shims under the mounting bolts to ease 
the determination and modeling of boundary conditions. Furthermore, due to 
inconsistencies in the welded joints of the support, including gaps in welds, the model 
was updated to reflect these weld gaps. 
17 
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IV. RESULTS 
A.       COMPUTATIONAL MODAL ANALYSIS 
1.        Large, Medium Speed, Roll-On, Roll-Off, Vessel Stern Ramp 
The natural frequencies and mode shapes for all modes below ten hertz were 
determined using MSC/NASTRAN solution 103. Several boundary condition cases 
were examined to determine the boundary condition effect on the LMSR stern ramp 
finite element model's (FEM) natural frequency and mode shape response and to 
compare with results previously obtained from the Cape T stern ramp. Table 6 contains 
a natural frequency summary of the five boundary condition cases analyzed. 
Mode Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.82 1.82 
2 0.00 1.35 1.37 2.53 2.60 
3 0.00 2.99 3.04 3.15 3.38 
4 2.99 4.13 3.40 6.84 6.85 
5 4.25 6.85 5.63 9.32 
6 6.21 8.53 8.80 
7 7.89 9.88 9.36 
8 9.66 
9 9.94 
Table 6. LMS1 R. Boundary Co ndition Natural Frequency Sun nmary (Hz) 
A mode where the natural frequency listed is zero indicates a rigid body mode. Rigid 
body motion will occur if the structure has fewer that six restraints. Rigid body motion 
of the LMSR stern ramp will not occur during RORO operation because case 4 and case 
5 boundary conditions are used to restrain the stern ramp. PATRAN was used to create 
Figures 16 through 30 displaying the first three elastic modes. 
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MSC.Patran 2000 r2 05-Jun-0115:18:36 
Deform: LMSR WITH TWO TANKS CASE 1. Mode 4:Freq.-2.988: Eigenvectors, Translaiional 
X  
default_Deformation: 
Max 5.31-002 @Nd1994 
Figvire 16. LMSR, Boundary Condition Case 1, Mode 1, Yaw-Torsion 
MSC.Patran 2000 r2 05-Jun-0115:05:11 
Deform: LMSR WITH TWO TANKS CASE 1. Mode 5:Freq.-4.2473: Eigenvectors. Translational 
Figure 17. LMSR, Boundary Condition Case 1, Mode 2, Torsion 
defauH_Deformation: 
Max 1.07-001 @Nd 5973 
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MSC.Pottan 2000 r2 05-Jun-Ol 15:04:3? 
Deform: LMSR WITH TWO TANKS CASE 1. Mode 6:Freq.»B.2073: Eigenvectors. Translations! 
V 
Figure 18. LMSR, Boundary Condition Case 1, Mode 3, Bending 
defauK_Detom>ation: 
Max 9.96-002 @Nd 174 
MSCPairan 2000 r2 05-Jun-0115:07:41 
Deform: CASE2.SC1, Mode 2:Freq «1.3532: Eigenvectors, Translaöonsü 
defauH_DetormaJion: 
MaxS.59-002@Nd6437 
Figure 19. LMSR, Boundary Condition Case 2, Mode 1, Torsion 
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MSC.Patran 2000 r2 05-Jun-Ol15:08:43 
Deform: CASE2.SC1, Mode 3:Freq.-2.9875: Eigenvectors, TransloüonaJ 
default_Deformation: 
Max 5.32-O02@Nd 1994 
Figure 20. LMSR, Boundary Condition Case 2, Mode 2, Yaw-Torsion 
MSCPotran 2000 r2 05-Jurrf!115:09:21 
Deform: CASE2.SC1, Mode 4:Freq.«4.1313: Eigenvectors. Translationa! 
Figure 21. LMSR, Boundary Condition Case 2, Mode 3, Bending 
default Deformation: 
Max 9.19-O02@Nd 6478 
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MSC.Patran 2000 tl 05-Jun-0115:09:57 
Deform: CASE3. Mode 2:Freq.«1.3703: Eigenvectors. Translationa! 
2 
Figure 22. LMSR, Boundary Condition Case 3, Mode 1, Torsion 
default_Deformation: 
Max 5.75-002 @Nd 9919 
MSCPatran 2000 r2 05-Jun-0115:10:29 
Deform: CASE3. Mode 3:Freq-3.0368: Eigenvectors. Translational 
i x 
default Deformation: 
Max «.96-002 @Nd 6479 
Figure 23. LMSR, Boundary Condition Case 3, Mode 2, Yaw-Torsion 
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MSC.Patran 2000 r2 05-Jun-0115:10:45 
Deform: CASE3. Mode 4:Freq."3.3963: Eigenvectors. Translations! 
X-~ 
\ 
Figure 24. LMSR, Boundary Condition Case 3, Mode 3, Bending 
default_Deformation: 
Max 7.53HJ02@Nd 9959 
MSC.Patran 2000 r2 D5-Jun-0115:11:18 
Deform: CASE4.SC1, Mode 1:Freq,-1.8206: Eigenvectors. Translational 
t 
Figure 25. LMSR, Boundary Condition Case 4, Mode 1, Bending 
defauH_Deformation: 
Max 3.26-002 @Nd 2854 
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MSC.Patran 2000 r2 05-Jun-O115:11:59 
Deform: CASE4.SC1. Mode 2:Freq.-2.5269: Eigenvectors, Translational 
k_ 
Figure 26. LMSR, Boundary Condition Case 4, Mode 2, Torsion 
defaultJDeformation: 
Max «0-002 @Nd 9146 
MSC.Patran 2000 r2 05-Jun-0115:12:34 
Deform: CASE4.SC1, Mode 3:Freq.«3.1471: Eigenvectors, Translational 
y 
defauKJDeformalion: 
Max 4.86-002 @Nd 6480 
Figure 27. LMSR, Boundary Condition Case 4, Mode 3, Yaw-Torsion 
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MSCPatran 2000 r2 05-Jun-0115:15:25 
Deform: CASE5. Mode 1:Freq.»1.8227: Eigenvectors. Translations! 
Y 
«■ X 
Figure 28. LMSR, Boundary Condition Case 5, Mode 1, Bending 
default Deformation: 
Max 3.26-002 @Nd 10240 
MSCPatran 2000 r2 05-Jun-C1 15:15:00 
Deform: CASE5. Mode 2:Freq.»2.6035: Eigenveaors. Translational 
UL* 
Figure 29. LMSR, Boundary Condition Case 5, Mode 2, Torsion 
default Deformation: 
Max 4.61~-002@Nd 5381 
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MSCPatran 2000 r2 05-Jun-0115:16:24 
Deform: CASES. Mode 3:Freq.»3.3793: Eigenvectors. Translational 
Y 
defoult_Deformation: 
Max 5.47-002 @Nd 6480 
Figure 30. LMSR, Boundary Condition Case 5, Mode 3, Yaw-Torsion 
The mode shapes for each boundary condition case were: bending; torsion; and yaw- 
torsion. The bending and torsion shapes were expected. The yaw-torsion mode is due 
to the restraints on the RRDF end either being not present (cases 1 and 2) or only in the 
vertical translational direction (cases 3,4, and 5). Normal modes analysis results from 
the LMSR stern ramp are consistent with those from a similar analysis of the Cape T 
stern ramp. A summary mode shape comparison is included in Table 7. 
LMSR Stern Ramp 
Mode Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 
1 Yaw-Torsion Torsion Torsion Bending Bending 
2 Torsion Yaw-Torsion Yaw-Torsion Torsion Torsion 
3 Bending Bending Bending Yaw-Torsion Yaw-Torsion 
Cape T Stern Ramp 
Mode Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 
1 Yaw-Torsion Torsion Torsion Bending Bending 
2 Torsion Yaw-Torsion Yaw-Torsion Torsion Torsion 
3 Bending Bending Bending Yaw-Torsion Yaw-Torsion 
Table 7. U MSR and Cape T Stern Ramp Mode Shape C omparison 
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It has been predicted that the sea state three wave induced motion of the RRDF 
occurs at 0.35 Hz. As was listed in Table 6, the natural frequency for the first elastic 
mode of the LMSR stern ramp for all boundary conditions considered is well above 
0.35 Hz. Therefore, motion of the LMSR stern ramp may be assumed pseudostatic 
allowing the use of linear static computational methods for determination of ramp stress 
levels. 
2.        Model-Scale Stern Ramp 
Finite element models were previously constructed of the major components of 
the experimental model-scale ramp test facility - specifically the model-scale ramp and 
it support structure. MSC/NASTRAN was used to predict the first four free-free normal 
modes of the model-scale stern ramp. Figures 31 through 34 show the first four elastic 
modes for the model-scale stern ramp. 
MSCPatran 2000 r2 06-Jun-01 11:12:53 





Figure 31. Model Scale Stern Ramp, Mode 1, First Torsion 
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MSCPalran 2000 r2 06-Jun-01 11:13:33 
Deform: FREE_FREE. Mode 8:Freq.-25.334: Eigenvectors, Translations! 
-V 
Figure 32. Model Scale Stern Ramp, Mode 2, First Bending 
defaurLDeformation: 
Max4.02+000@Nd30 
MSCPatran 2000 r2 06-Jun-01 11:13:45 
Deform: FREE_FREE. Mode 9:Freq.-40.5: Eigenvectors, Translational 
/ w 
Figure 33. Model Scale Stern Ramp, Mode 3, Second Torsion 
default_Dsfotmatior): 
Max 6.28+000 @Nd 15 
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MSCPotran 2000 r2 06-Jun-01 11:13:51 
Deform: FREE_FR£E. Mode 10:Freq -71.157: Eigenvectors. Translstional 
default_Deformation: 
Max3.8Ü000@Nd30 
Figure 34. Model Scale Stern Ramp, Mode 4, Second Bending 
Some modifications to the finite element model were necessary to accurately reflect the 
constructed ramp. The first four mode shapes of the model-scale stern ramp correlate 
with the experimental modal testing of the model-scale stern ramp. 
3.        Model-Scale Stern Ramp Support 
MSC/NASTRAN was used to predict the normal modes of the scale-ramp support 
structure. The support was analyzed in its mounted condition - six bolts fastened to the 
deck. The base plate of the support structure was designed to fit flush to the deck, but 
due to slight bowing of the structure during the fabrication process, the base plate was 
free to vibrate in the vertical direction. The boundary conditions of the support were set 
as clamps in the vertical DOF in the regions of the hold'down bolts. Figure 35 displays 
the first vibration mode predicted for the scale-ramp support structure. This mode is 
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essentially the base plate vibrating in the vertical direction at 51.3 Hz. This mode was 
correlated with the experimental mode test of the support structure. 
MSCPatran 2000 rZ 29-May-0114:48:03 
Deform: CLAMPS, Mode 1 :Freq.«51.313: Eigenvectors. Translafonal 
3> 
defaurt_Deformoüon: 
Max 8.06.000 @Nd 1103 
Figure 35. Model-Scale Ramp Support Structure, Mode 1 
MSCPatran 2000 r2 29-May<r114:48:54 
Deform: CLAMPS. Mode 7:Freq.-119,53: Eigenvectors. Translational 




The only other mode that correlated with the experimental modal testing of the structure 
was the predicted mode 7, displayed in Figure 36. 
Updating the finite element model of the scale-ramp support was approached 
through several methods. First, the boundary conditions were matched as closely as 
possible. Second, due to inconsistencies and gaps in the welds of the structure, weld 
gaps were modeled as an attempt to introduce the asymmetry in the computational 
modal response that was observed in the vibration test. Third, the mesh of the structure 
was refined to allow more closely modeling the gaps in the welded joints. This resulted 
in limited success. The majority of the welds in the structure were right-angled joints 
between two steel plates. These welds joints were not modeled specifically and thus 
were not available for updating. 
B.        COMPUTATIONAL LINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS 
Due to the pseudostatic response predicted by normal modes analysis of the 
LMSR and Cape T stern ramps, linear static analysis was chosen to determine ramp 
stress levels in each of the three ramp designs (LMSR, Cape T, and Cape H). A 
thorough study of the stress levels in each ramp under various load condition was 
necessary to determine the suitability of the particular ramp model for inclusion in the 
coupled hydro-structural simulation model of the combined ship-ramp-RRDF. A set of 
load conditions was applied to each ramp design consisting of inertial (gravity) loads 
and various amounts of twist simulating the wave-induced motion of the RRDF. 
Additionally, the ramp designs were studied with one and two tank loading 
configurations as modeled by static pressure loads. 
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1.        Large Medium Speed Roll-On, Roll-Off Vessel Stern Ramp 
The LMSR stern ramp analyses were conducted with case 5 boundary 
conditions (restrained in the three translational DOF at the ship end and the vertical 
DOF at the RRDF end). Twist angles between the RRDF and ship of zero, one, three, 
five, and eight degrees were considered. Maximum von Mises stress contour plots were 
generated with PATRAN and are displayed in Figures 37 through 89. 
MSC-Potran 2000 r2 16-May-01 10:19:55 


















Maxi.92+004 @Nd 8812 
Min 1.73+001 @Nd 120 
Figure 37. LMSR (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 19.2 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, No Tanks) 
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MSCPotran 2000 r2 1E-Ma^01 10:13:55 




















Max 1.92-004 @Nd 8812 
Min 4,73-001 @Nd420 
Figure 38. LMSR (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 19.2 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, No Tanks) 
MSCPotran 2000 r216-May01 10:19:55 





















Min 4.73-001 @Nd 420 
Figure 39. LMSR (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 19.2 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, No Tanks) 
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MSCPatran 2000 r216-Ma^01 10:19:55 
Fringe: GRAV_BT.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -At Z1 f/ONM) 
















Max 1.92+004 @Nd 8812 
Min 4.73+001 @Nd 420 
Figure 40. LMSR (left view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 19.2 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, No Tanks) 
MSCPatran 2000 r216-Mny-01 10:19:55 




Min 4.73+001 @Nd 420 
Figure 41. LMSR (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 19.2 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, No Tanks) 
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MSC.Patran 2D0O r2 1 6-May^01 11:01 :49 


















Max 2.56*004 ©Nd 2592 
Min 131*001 @Nd28 
Figure 42. LMSR (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 25.6 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
MSC.Patran 2000 r216-May-01 11:01:19 





















Max 2.56*004 @Nd 2592 
Min4.31*001@Nd28 
Figure 43. LMSR (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 25.6 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, One Tank) 
MSC.Petran2000r216-May-DI 11:01:49 



















Max 2.56+004 ©Nd 2592 
Min 4.31+001 @Nd 28 
Figure 44. LMSR (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 25.6 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
MSC.Potran 20001216-MayD1 11:01:49 



















Max 2.56*004 ®Nd 2592 
Min 4.31+001 @Nd 28 
Figure 45. LMSR (left view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 25.6 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
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MSC.Potran 2000 r21 6-Mny01 11:01:49 
Fringe: GRAV_0T_1.SC1. Static Subcase Stress Tensor.-At Z2 (VONM) 
'1.31+0011 
default_Fringe: 
Max 2.56-004 @Nti 2592 
Min 4.31+001 @Nd26 
Figure 46. LMSR (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 25.6 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
MSC.Potran 2000 r2 16-May-01 11:01:49 
Fringe: GRAV_0T_1 .SC1. Static Subcase Stress Tensor. -Al Z2 (VONM) 
Figure 47. LMSR (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 25.6 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
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MSC.Potran 2000 r21 6-May-01 11:01:49 
Fringe: GRAV_0T_1 .SCI. Stafic Subcase; Stress Tensor, -M Z2 (VONM) 
131+0011 
"äefauK_Fringe: 
Max 2.56*004 @Nd 2592 
Min 4.31+001 @Nd28 
Figure 48. LMSR (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 25.6 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
MSC.Potran 2000 r21 6-Ma^D1 11:14:42 





















Max 3.90+004 @Nd 12306 
Min 6.36+001 @Nd 5233 
Figure 49. LMSR (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 39.0 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
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MSC.Pa+ran2000r216-May0111:1-1:42 



















Mox 3.90*004 @Nd 12306 
Min 6.36*001 @Nd 5233 
Figure 50. LMSR (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 39.0 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
MSC.Pattan 2000 r2 1E-Moy-0111:14:42 



















Max 3.90+004 @Nd 12305 
Min 6.36*001 @Nd 5233 
IÜ 
Figure 51. LMSR (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 39.0 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
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MSC.Patran 2000 r216-May01 11:14:42 




















Max 3.90+004 ®Nd 12306 
Min 6.36+001 @Nd 5233 
Figure 52. LMSR (left view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 39.0 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
MSC.Patran 2000 r2 15-May-01 11:14:42 
Fringe: GRAV_0T_3.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -H 21 (VONM) 
6.36+0011 
default_Fringe: 
Max 3,90+004 @Nd 12306 
Min 6.36+001 @Nd 5233 
Figure 53. LMSR (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 39.0 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
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MSC.Pelran2000r216-May-01 11:14:42 




Min 6.36*001 @Nd 5233 
Figure 54. LMSR (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 39.0 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
MSCPotran2000r216-May-01 11:14:42 






















Max 3.90*004 ©Nd 12306 
Min 6.36-001 @Nd 5233 
Figure 55. LMSR (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 39.0 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
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MSC.Patron2000r21ß-M<sy-01 10:38:39 


















Max 4.66*004 @Nd 8812 
Min 1.18*002 ©Nd 11262 
Figure 56. LMSR (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 46.6 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, One Tank) 
MSC.Potran 2000 r216-Ma>-Q1 10:38:39 


















Max 4.66*004 @Nd8B12 
Min 1.16+002 ©Nd 11262 
Figure 57. LMSR (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 46.6 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, One Tank) 
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MSC.Po1ran2000r21E-May-D1 10:38:39 


















Max 4 68*004 @Nd 8812 
Min 1.18*002 @Nd 11282 
Figure 58. LMSR (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 46.6 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, One Tank) 
MSC.Po>Tan2000r216-Mo>K)1 10:38:39 






















Min 1.16*002 ®Nd 11262 
Figure 59. LMSR (left view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 46.6 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, One Tank) 
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MSC Patron 2000 r216-May01 10:38:39 
Fringe: GRAVJT.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -At Z2 (VONM) 
.16+002 
default_Fringe: 
Max 4,66+004 @Nd 8812 
Min 1.16+002 @Nd 11262 
Figure 60. LMSR (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 46.6 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, One Tank) 
MSC.Potrsn 2D00 r2 16-May-01 11:24:52 
Fringe: GRAVJTJ .SCI. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor, -AtZ2 ryONMl 
9.14+0011 
defauK_Fringe: 
Max 4.91+001 ©Nd 2592 
Min 9.14+001 @Nd 25 
Figure 61. LMSR (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 49.1 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
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MSC. Patron 2000 r216-Ma>-01 11:21:52 




















Max 4.S1 -004 ©Nd 2592 
Min 9.44-001 @Nd25 
Figure 62. LMSR (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 49.1 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
MSCPatran 2000 r216-MayD1 11:24:52 


















Max 4.91+004 @Nd 2592 
Min 9.44-001 ©Nd 25 
Figure 63. LMSR (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 49.1 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
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MSCPotran 2000 r2 1 6-May01 11:24:52 


















Max 4.91+004 @Nd 2592 
Min 9.44+001 @Nd 25 
Figure 64. LMSR (left view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 49.1 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
MSCPotran 2000 r216-Moy41 11:24:52 
Fringe: GRAVJTJ .SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor, -At 22 (VONM) 
44+001 
defauit_Fringe: 
Max 4.91+004 ®Nd 2592 
Min 9.44+001 @Nd 25 
Figure 65. LMSR (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 49.1 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
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MSC.Potran2000r216-Moy-01 11:21:52 






















Max 4.91 -004 ©Nd 2592 
Min 9.44-001 @Nd 25 
Figure 66. LMSR (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 49.1 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
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MSC.Potran2000r216-Moy01 11:34:22 



















Max 5.60~-004@Nd 2592 
Min 1.51-002 @Nd 8733 
Figure 67. LMSR (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 56.0 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
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MSC.Patran2D00r216-Mo>*Ö1 11:34:22 
Fringe: GRAVJT.3.SC1, Static Subcase: Stress Tensor, -At 11 fVONM) 
X_ 1.51+003 defttult_Fringe: 
Max 5.60+004 @Nd 2592 
Min 1.51+002 @Nd 8733 
Figure 68. LMSR (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 56.0 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
MSC.Potran2000r216-May-D1 11:34:22 




















Max 5.60+004 @Nd 2592 
Min 1.51+002 @Nd 8733 
Figure 69. LMSR (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 56.0 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
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MSC.Potran 2000 r2 16-Ma>>-01 11:34:22 




















Max 5.B0+004@Nd 2592 
Min 1.51+002 @Nd 8733 
Figure 70. LMSR (left view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 56.0 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
MSC.Potran 2000 r216-Mo>-01 11:34:22 
Fringe: GRAV_1T_3.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor, -At Z2 (VONM) 
1.51+0021 
defauH_Fringe: 
Max 5.B0+004@Nd 2592 
Min 1.51+002 @Nd 8733 
Figure 71. LMSR (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 56.0 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
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Min 1.51+002 @Nd 8733 
Figure 72. LMSR (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 56.0 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
MSC.Potran20Q0r216-May-01 10:45:48 


















Max 7.71+004 @Nd 8812 
Min 1.31+002 @Nd44B3 
Figure 73. LMSR (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 77.1 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, Two Tanks) 
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MSC Patron 2000 r216-Ma>MD1 10:45:48 


















Max 7.71+004 ©Nd 8812 
Mm 1,31+002 ©Nd 4483 
-M« 
Figure 74. LMSR (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 77.1 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, Two Tanks) 
MSC Patron 2000 r216-May-D1 10:45:48 



















Max 7.7r+004@Nd 8812 
Min 1.31 +002 @Nd44B3 
Figure 75. LMSR (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 77.1 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, Two Tanks) 
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Max 7.71+004 ©Nd 8812 
Min 1.31+002 @Nd44B3 
Figure 76. LMSR (left view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 77.1 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, Two Tanks) 
MSCPatran 2000 r216-May0110:45:48 




Min 1.31+002 @Nd 4483 
Figure 77. LMSR (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 77.1 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, Two Tanks) 
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MSC.Potran 2000 r2 1 6-May4Jl 11:42:55 
Fringe: GRAVJTJ SCI. Static Subcase Stress Tensor, -At Z2 (VONM) 
Figure 78. LMSR (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress 


















Max 7.69*004 ©Nd 2592 
Min 8.24*001 @Nd 8542 
: 78.9 ksi 
MSC.Potran 2000 r2l6-Moy-01 11:42:55 


















Max 7.89*004 ®Nd 2592 
Min 8.24*001 ©Nd8542 
Figure 79. LMSR (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 78.9 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
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Max 7.89+004 @Nd 2592 
Min 8.24+001 @Nd 8542 
Figure 80. LMSR (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 78.9 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
MSC.Potran2000r216-May-01 11:42:55 


















Max 7.89+004 @Nd 2592 
Min 8.24+001 @Nd 8542 
Figure 81. LMSR (left view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 78.9 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
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MSC,Potran2000r216-May-01 11:42:55 
Fringe: GRAV_n"_l .SCI. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor, -At Z2 (VONM) 
Figure 82. LMSR (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
24*0011 
ige: : 




Fringe' GRAV_2T_1 .SCI. Static Subcase Stress Tensor -At 22 (VONM) 
8.24+0011 
defaurt_Fringe: 
Max 7.89*004 @Nd 2592 
Min 8.24*001 @Nd 8542 
Figure 83. LMSR (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 78.9 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
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MSC.Potran 2D00 ß 1 B-M<^-01 11:50:3? 
Fringe: GRAV_2T_3.SC1. Static Subcase; Stress Tensor, -At ZZ (VONM) 
1.22+002 
defauftFringe: 
Max 8.58*004 @Nd 2592 
Min 1.22+002 @Nd 43 
Figure 84. LMSR (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 85.8 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
MSC.Potran 2000 r216-May4J1 11:50:3? 



















Max 8.58+004 @Nd 2592 
Min 1.22+002 @Nd 43 
Figure 85. LMSR (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 85.8 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
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Max 8.58*004 @Nd 2592 
Min 1.22*002 ONd 43 
Figure 86. LMSR (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 85.8 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
MSC Patron 2000 r216-Mo>*-01 11:50:37 
Fringe: GRAV_2T_3.SC1. Static Subcase' Stress Tensor, -At 22 (VONM) 041 
8.58+00 

















Min 1,22+002 @Nd 43 
Figure 87. LMSR (left view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 85.8 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
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MSC.Potran 2000 r216-May41 11:50:3? 
Fringe; GRAV_2T_3.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor, -At ZZ fVONM) 
Mint 22+002 @Nd 43 
Figure 88. LMSR (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 85.8 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
MSC.Potran 2000 r2 16-MoyKll 11:50:37 
Fringe; GRAV_2T_3.SC1. Static Subcase; Stress Tensor. -AtZ2 p/ONM) 
22+002 
defaurLFnnge: 
Max 8.58+004 @Nd 2592 
Min 1.22+002 @Nd 43 
Figure 89. LMSR (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 85.8 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
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2. Cape T Stern Ramp 
The Cape T stern ramp analyses were conducted with the same boundary 
conditions as the LMSR stern ramp (restrained in the three translational DOF at the ship 
end and the vertical DOF at the RRDF end). Twist angles between the RRDF and ship 
of zero, one, and three degrees were considered. Maximum von Mises stress contour 
plots were generated with PATRAN and are displayed in Figures 90 through 140. 
MSC.Pa1ron2000r2l7-Ma\H)1 14:00:57 





















Max 9.34 »00 7 ©Nd 41091 
Min 4.63-003 ©Nd 24440 
Figure 90. Cape T (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 13.5 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, No Tanks) 
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Max 9,34+007 @Nd 41091 
Min 4.63+003 @Nd 24440 
Figure 91. Cape T (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 13.5 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, No Tanks) 
MSC.Potran2000r217-Ma>H)1 14:00:57 




















Max 9,34+007 @Nd 41091 
Min 4.63+003 @Nd 24440 
Figure 92. Cape T (left view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 13.5 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, No Tanks) 
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Max 9 34+007 @Nd 41091 
Min 4.63+003 @Nd 24440 
Figure 93. Cape T (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 13.5 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, No Tanks) 





Figure 94. Cape T (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 13.5 ksi 




Max 9,34+007 ®Nd 41091 
Min 4.63+003 @Nd 24410 
Figure 95. Cape T (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 13.5 ksi 





Figure 96. Cape T (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 13.5 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, No Tanks) 
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MSC.P«ran2000r217-May01 1-1:00:57 
Fringe: CT_0T_0.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -Al ZI (VONM) 
Figure 97. Cape T (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 13.5 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, No Tanks) 
MSC.Potian2000r21?-May<l1 14:12:19 
Fringe: CT_uT_1 .SCI. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -Al ZI (VONM) 
5.11+003 
default__Fringe: 
Max 1.16*008 @Nd 11E2; 
MinK1?*nfl/t(aNri?fifiR4 
Figure 98. Cape T (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 16.8 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
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MSCPatran 2000 r2 17-May41 14:12:19 
Fringe: CT_0T_1 .SCI, Static Subcase: Stress Tensor, -At 21 (VONM) 
5.11+003 
default_Fringe : 
Max 1.16+008 @Nd 11627 
Min5i?+nrn<aNri?fifiM 
Figure 99. Cape T (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 16.8 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
MSCPatran 2000 r217-Ma>^01 14:12:19 
























Max 1,16+008 @Nd 11625 
. Min fi 1 ?*nf)3 (SNri ?RfiB4 
Figure 100. Cape T (left view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 16.8 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
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Max 1.16*008 ©Nd 1162; 
MinR1?*nn.,:i(SNri?KRR4 
Figure 101. Cape T (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 16.8 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
MSC Patron 2000 r2 17-May-01 14:12:19 
Fnnge: CT_0T_1 .SCI. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -At 21 (VONM) 
©Nd 11627 
Nri ?RfiR4 
Figure 102. Cape T (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 16.8 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
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Figure 103. Cape T (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 16.8 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
MSC.Pntran 2000 r217-Mojrt)1 14:12:19 
Fringe: CT_0T_1 .SC1, Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -At Z1 (VONM) 
5.11+003 
default_Fringe: 
Max 1.16+008 @Nd11S2/: 
Min fi l.?+nnaONri 7RBR4I 
Figure 104. Cape T (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 16.8 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
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MSC.Potran 2000 r2 17-May-01 1424:38 
Fringe: CT_0T_3,SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -At ZI (VONM) 
6.52*003 
defoult_Fringe: 
Max 3 52*008 @Nd 11627 
Min G.51 ♦003 ©Nd 24460 
Figure 105. Cape T (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 51.1 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
MSC.Petran 2000 r2 1 7-Moy-01 14:24:33 









Max 3.52*008 <s)Nd 11627 
Mm 6.51 *D03@Nd 24460 
Figure 106. Cape T (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 51.1 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
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MSC.Patran2000r217-May-01 14:24:38 
Fringe: CT_0T_3.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -At HI (VONM) 
6.52+0031 
default Fringe: 
Max 3.52*008 @Nd 1162? 
Min 6.51+003 @Nd 24460 
Figure 107. Cape T (left view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 51.1 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
MSC.Potran 2000 r217-May-01 14:24:38 




Max 3.52*008 @Nd 11627 
Min 6.51 +003 ®Nd 24460 
Figure 108. Cape T (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 51.1 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
69 
MSC.Potran 2000 r2 17-May-01 1424:38 
Fringe: CT_0T_3.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -Al ZI (VONM) 
Figure 109. Cape T (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 51.1 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
MSC.Potran 2000 r217-Moy-01 1-1:24:38 
Fringe' CT_0T_3.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -At 21 (VONM) 
3.52*00: 
3.29*008 181 
Figure 110. Cape T (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 51.1 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
70 
MSC.Potran2000r217-May01 14:32:28 


















Max 3.44*008 @Nd 11665 
Min 5.28*003 @Nd266B4 
Figure 111. Cape T (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 49.9 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, One Tank) 
MSC.Patran 2000 r217-Mo^01 14:32:28 
Fringe: CT_1T_0.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -At 21 (VONM) 
5.23*003 
default Fringe: 
Max 3,44*008 @Nd 11665 
Min 5.28*003 ©Nd266B4 
Figure 112. Cape T (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 49.9 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, One Tank) 
71 
MSCPatran2000r217-Ma>K)1 1432:28 
Fringe: CTJTJJ.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -At Z1 (VONM) 
5,23*0031 
default_Fringe: 
Max 3 44+008 @Nd 11665 
Min 5.2B+003@Nd 26684 
Figure 113. Cape T (left view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 49.9 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, One Tank) 
MSC Patron 2000 r217-May-01 14:32:28 




Max 3 44+008 @Nd 11665 
Min5.2B+003@Nd266B4 
Figure 114. Cape T (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 49.9 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, One Tank) 
72 
MSC.Potran2000r217-May-01 14:32:28 





Figure 115. Cape T (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 49.9 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, One Tank) 
MSC.Patran2000r217-May-B1 14:39:04 
Fringe: CT_1 T_1 .SCI. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -At Z1 (VONM) 
5.45+003 
defautt_Fringe: 
Max 3,45+008 @Nd11665 
Min 5.44+003 @Nd 24335 
Figure 116. Cape T (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 50.1 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
73 
MSC.Potran20C0t217-Mo^01 14:39:04 
Fringe: CTJTJ .SCI. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -Al 21 (VONM) 
5.45+003 
defoutt_Fringe: 
Max 3.45*008 @Nd 11665 
Min 5.44*003 ©Nd 24335 
Figure 117. Cape T (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 50.1 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
MSC.Patran2000r217-May01 14:39:04 





















Max 3.45+008 @Nd 11665 
Min 5.44+003 @Nd 24335 
Figure 118. Cape T (left view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 50.1 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
74 
MSC.Pntran2000r217-May41 1*39:04 





Min 5.44+003 @Nd 24335 
Figure 119. Cape T (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 50.1 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
MSC.Pstran2000r2 1?-May01 14:39:04 





Figure 120. Cape T (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 50.1 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
75 
MSC.Potron 2000 r2 17-May^1 11:17:00 
Fringe: CTJT_3.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -At 21 (VONM) 
4.92+003 
defautt_Fringe: 
Max 4 85+008 @Nd 11875 
Min 1.85+003 @Nd 24335 
Figure 121. Cape T (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 70.3 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
MSC.Potron 2000 r2 17-Mo>K)1 14:47:00 
Fnnge: CT_1 T_3.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -At 21 (VONM) 
4.92+003 
default_Fringe: 
Max A 85*008 @Nd 11875 
Min 4.85+003 @Nd 24335 
Figure 122. Cape T (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 70.3 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
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MSC.Potron 2000 r217-May41 14:47:00 
Fringe: CTJ T_3.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -AJ ZI (VONM) 
4.92+003 
default Fringe: 
Max 4,85+008 @Nd 11875 
Min 4.85+003 ©Nd 24335 
Figure 123. Cape T (left view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 70.3 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
MSCPotron 2000 r217-May*1 14:47:00 





















Max 4.85+008 @Nd 11875 
Min 4.85+003 @Nd 24335 
Figure 124. Cape T (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 70.3 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
77 
MSCFWran 2000 r2 17-Mey-01 1-4:47:00 
Fringe: CT_1T_3.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -At 21 (VONM) 
008®Nd11B75 
Nd 24335 
Figure 125. Cape T (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 70.3 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
MSC.Po)ran2000r217-May-01 14:52:59 
Fnnge: CT_2T_0.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -A! 21 (VONM) 
3,35*0031 
default_Fringe: 
Max 3.56*008 ©Nd 11665 
Min 3.33*003 ©Nd 26556 
Figure 126. Cape T (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 51.6 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, Two Tanks) 
78 
MSC.Patran 2000 r217-May4114:52:59 





Max 3,56+008 @Nd 11665 
Min 3.33+003 @Nd 26556 
Figure 127. Cape T (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 51.6 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, Two Tanks) 
MSC.Potran 2000 r2 17-MayDl 14:52:59 


















Max 3,56+008 @Nd 11665 
Min 3.33+003 ©Nd 26556 
Figure 128. Cape T (left view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 51.6 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, Two Tanks) 
79 
MSC.Potron2000r217-May4J1 14:52:59 






















Max 3 56*008 @Nd 11665 
Min 3.33*003 ©Nd 26556 
Figure 129. Cape T (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 51.6 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, Two Tanks) 
MSC. Patron 2000 r2 17-May01 14:52:59 
Fringe: CT_2T_0.SC1, Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -Al ZI (VONM) 
Figure 130. Cape T (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 





MSC.Potran 2000 r217-MayK)1 14:59:00 
Fringe: CT_2T_1 .SCI. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -At 21 (VONM) 
2.97*003] 
default Fringe: 
Max 3,55*008 @Nd116B5 
Min 2.99+003 ®Nd 26556 
Figure 131. Cape T (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 51.6 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
MSC.Petran2000r217-May01 14:59:00 




Max 3.55*008 @Nd116B5 
Min 2.99*003 @Nd 26556 
Figure 132. Cape T (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 51.6 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
81 
MSC.Potran 2000 r217-Moy01 14:59:00 
Fringe: CT_2T_1 SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -At 21 (VONM) 
2.97*003 
defoult_Fringe: 
Max 3 56*008 @Nd 11665 
Mm 2.99*003 ©Nd 26556 
Figure 133. Cape T (left view) von Mises. Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 51.6 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
MSC.Potran 200012 17-MayK)1 14:59:00 





















Max 3 56*008 ©Nd 11665 
Min 2.99*003 ©Nd 26556 
Figure 134. Cape T (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 51.6 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
82 
MSC.Patran 2000 r217-M«y-01 14:59:00 
Fringe: CT_2T_1 .SCI. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor, -At Z1 (VONM) 
l@Nd1l665 
|2.93*003 ©Nd2B556. 
Figure 135. Cape T (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 51.6 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
MSCPotran 2000 r2 17-MO$A01 15:04:59 




Min 2.52*003 @Nd 26556 
Figure 136. Cape T (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 66.6 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
83 
MSC.Patran2000r217-May-01 15:04:59 
Fringe: CT_2T_3.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -Al 21 (VONM) 
2.61+003 
defautt_Fringe: 
Max 459*008 ®Nd 11875 
Min 2.52+003 @Nd 26556 
Figure 137. Cape T (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 66.6 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
MSC.Fwran 2000 r2 17-Moy-D1 15:04:59 




















Max A 59+008 @Nd 11875 
Min 2.52+003 ©Nd 26556 
Figure 138. Cape T (left view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 66.6 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
84 
MSCPatran 2000 r217-May41 15:01:59 




Max 4.59+008 @Nd 11875 
Min 2.52*003 ®Nd 26556 
Figure 139. Cape T (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 66.6 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
MSCPatran 2000 r217-May-01 15:0*59 
Fringe: CT_2T_3.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -At 21 (VONM) 
Figure 140. Cape T (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 66.6 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
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3. Cape H Stern Ramp 
The Cape H stern ramp analyses were conducted with boundary conditions 
similar to the Cape T and LMSR stern ramps (restrained in the three translational DOF 
at the ship end and the vertical DOF at the RRDF end). The Cape H ramp is an 
asymmetric design that is angled when deployed for RORO operations. Twist angles 
between the RRDF and ship of zero, one, and three degrees were considered. 
Maximum von Mises stress contour plots were generated with PATRAN and are 
displayed in Figures 141 through 192. 
MSC.Patran 2000 r2 17-May-01 09:50:10 
Fringe: GRAV_0T.SC!. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -At 22 (VONM) 
1 03.002 
defautt_Fnnge 
Maxi 55*005@Md 19442 
Mini.03*002 ©Nd 20016 
Figure 141. Cape H (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 22.5 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, No Tanks) 
86 
MSCPoSon 2000 r217-May41 09:50:10 
Fringe: GRAV_0T.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -Al 22 (VONM) 
1.03+002 
default Fringe: 
Max 1,55*005 @Nd 19442 
Mini.03*002 @Nd 20016 
Figure 142. Cape H (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 22.5 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, No Tanks) 
MSCPatran 2000 r2 17-May41 09:50:10 
Fringe: GRAV_0T.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor.-At 22 (VONM) 
1.03+002 
default_Fringe: 
Max 1.55+005 @Nd 19442 
Mini.03+002 ®Nd 20016 
Figure 143. Cape H (left view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 22.5 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, No Tanks) 
87 
MSC.Potran 2000 r2 17-M<yfl1 09:50:10 





















Max 1 55+005 @Nd 19442 
Min 1.03+002 @Nd 20016 
Figure 144. Cape H (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 22.5 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, No Tanks) 
MSC Potraji 2000 r2 17-May01 09:50:10 





Max 1.55+005 @Nd 19442 
Min 1.03+002 @Nd 20016 
Figure 145. Cape H (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 22.5 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, No Tanks) 
88 
Iv      Y 1.03+002 
— d8fault_Fringe: 
Max 1,55+005 @Nd 19442 
Mini.03+002 ©Nd 20016 
Figure 146. Cape H (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 22.5 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, No Tanks) 
MSC.Patran 2000 r217-May-01 11:41:05 
Fringe: GRAVJTJ .SC1. Static Subcase; Stress Tensor, -At Z2(VONM) 
8.24+0011 
dafault_Fringe: 
Max 1,79+005 @Nd 16856 
Min 8.24+001 ®Nd 20016 
Figure 147. Cape H (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 26.0 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
89 
MSC.Pntran 2000 r2 17-May-01 11:41:05 
Fringe: GRAV_0TJ.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor, -At 22(VONM) 
8.24+0011 
defauft_Fringe: 
Max 1.79+005 ®Nd 16856 
Min 8.24+001 ®Nd 20016 
Figure 148. Cape H (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 26.0 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
MSC.Potran2000r217-May-01 11:41:05 
















Max 1.79+005 ®Nd 16856 
Min 8.24+001 @Nd 20016 
Figure 149. Cape H (left view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 26.0 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
90 
MSC.Patran 2000r217-May01 11:41 :D5 
Fringe: GRAV_0T_1 .SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor, -At Z2(VONM) 
8.24+0011 
default Fringe: 
Max 1,79+005 @Nd 16856 
Min 8.21+001 @Nd 20016 
Figure 150. Cape H (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 26.0 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
MSC.Patran 2000 r217-Mny-01 11:41:05 
Fringe: GRAVJJTJ .SCI. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -At Z2(VONM) 
24+0011 
dafault_Frmge: 
Max 1,79+005 @Nd 16858 
Min 8.24+001 ®Nd 20016 
Figure 151. Cape H (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 26.0 ksi 




Max 1 79*005 ©Nd 16856 
Min 821*001 ©Nd 20016 
Figure 152. Cape H (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 26.0 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
MSC,Potr«n2000r217-Moy01 11:55:01 
Fringe' GRAV_0T_3.SC1. Static Subcase Stress Tensor -AtZl (VONM) 
1.21*002 
delaurt_Fringe: 
Max 3.03*005 ©Nd 7085 
Min 1.21 *002@Nd 20017 
Figure 153. Cape H (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 44.7 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
92 
MSCPatran 2000 r217-May41 11:65:01 
Fringe: GRAV_0T_3.SC1, Static Subcase: Stress Tensor, -At 21 (VONM) 
1.21+002 
default_Fringe: 
Max 3.03+005 @Nd 7085 
Min 1.21 +002 @Nd 20017 
Figure 154. Cape H (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 44.7 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
MSCPatran 2000 r217-May01 11:55:01 


















Max 3.03+005 @Nd 7085 
Min 1.21 +002 ©Nd 20017 
Figure 155. Cape H (left view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 44.7 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
93 
MSC.Patran 2000 r2 17-Ma>*01 11:55:01 




Max 3.03+005 ®Nd 7085 
Min 1.21+002 @Nd 20017 
Figure 156. Cape H (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 44.7 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
MSC.PBtra/i2000r217-Moy01 11:55:01 
l0TJ.SC!. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor,-At Zl (VONM) 
Figure 157. Cape H (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 44.7 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
94 
MSC.Potran 2000 r217-Moy-OI 1155:01 
Fringe: GRAV_0T_3.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor, -At ZI (VONM) 
default Fringe: 
Max 3.03+005 ©Nd 7085 
Min 1.21+002 ©Nd 20017 
Figure 158. Cape H (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 44.7 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, No Tanks) 
MSCPatran 2000 r217-May-01 10:05:05 
Fringe: GRAVJTJJ.SC1. Static Subcase; Stress Tensor. -At Zl (VONM) 
1.29+002 
default_Fringe: 
Max 2.20+005 ©Nd 14753 
Min 1.23+002 ©Nd 20035 
Figure 159. Cape H (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 31.9 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, One Tank) 
95 
MSC.FWran2000r217-Moy-01 10:06:05 
Fringe: GRAVJT.0.SC1. Staue Subcase: Stress Tensor. -At Zl (VONM) 
1 .29*002 
defauh_Fringe: 
Max 2.20*005 <§Nd 11753 
Min 1.29*002 @Nd 20035 
Figure 160. Cape H (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 31.9 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, One Tank) 
MSC.Potran2000r217-Mo^01 10:07:35 



















Max 2.20*005 @Nd 11753 
Mini.29*002 @Nd 20035 
Figure 161. Cape H (left view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 31.9 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, One Tank) 
96 
MSCPatran 2000 r2 17-May-01 10:08:2? 
Fringe: GRAVJ T_0.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor, -At 21 (VONM) 
J< 1.29+002 default Fringe: 
Max 2,20+005 <§Nd 14753 
Mini.29+002 @Nd 20035 
Figure 162. Cape H (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 31.9 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, One Tank) 
MSCPatran 2D00 r217-May-01 10:0B:2? 
Fringe: GRAVJTJ3.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor.-At Z1 fvtlNM) 
"Max 2.20+005 @Nd 14753 
Min 1.29+002 @Nd 20035 
Figure 163. Cape H (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 31.9 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, One Tank) 
97 
MSC.Potran 2000 r2 17-Way^)1 11:08:34 
Fringe: GRAVJTJ ,SC1. Staue Subcase: Stress Tensor. -Al Z2 (VONM) 
173+002 
default_Fringe: 
Max 2.4Ü005®Nd 16856 
Min 1.73*002 @Nd 20034 
Figure 164. Cape H (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 35.0 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
MSCPetran2000r21?-Me>K)1 11:08:34 
Fringe: GRAVJTJ.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor-At 22 (VONM) 
1.73+0021 
defaultJ^ringe: 
Max 2.41+005 @Nd 16856 
Mini.73+002 @Nd 20034 
Figure 165. Cape H (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 35.0 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
98 
MSC.Patron 2000 r217-Way41 11:08:34 



















Max 2,41 +005 @Nd 16856 
Mini.73+002 ®Nd 20034 
Figure 166. Cape H (left view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 35.0 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
MSC.Ptttran 2000 r217-Ma>^01 11:0B:34 




Max 2.41+005 @Nd 16856 
Mini.73+002 ®Nd 20034 
Figure 167. Cape H (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 35.0 ksi 




Max 2 41+005 ®Nd 16856 
Mini 73+002 @Nd 20034 
Figure 168. Cape H (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 35.0 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
MSC.Patran 2000 r2 17-MeyKII 12:08:07 
Fnnge: GRAV_1T_3.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor, -At Z\ (VONM) 
2.22+002 
default_Fringe: 
Max 3.47+005 ®Nd 7085 
Min 2.22+002 ®Nd 20016 
Figure 169. Cape H (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 50.3 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
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MSC.Patran 2000 r217-May-01 12:08:07 
Fringe: GRAVJT_3.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor, -At 21 (VONM) 
2.22+0021 
default Fringe: 
Max 3.47*005 @Nd 7085 
Min 2.22+002 @Nd 20016 
Figure 170. Cape H (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 50.3 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
MSC.Patran 2000 r2 17-Mayfl1 12:06:07 
Fringe: GRAVJ Y_3.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -At Z\ (VONM) 
Y-. 2.22+002 default Fringe: 
Max 3.47+005 @Nd 7085 
Min 2.22+002 @Nd 20016 
Figure 171. Cape H (left view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 50.3 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
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MSC.Patran 2000 r2 17-Moy-01 12:08:07 




















Max 3,47+005 ©Nd 7085 
Min 2.22*002 @Nd 20016 
Figure 172. Cape H (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 50.3 ksi 








Figure 173. Cape H (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 50.3 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
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MSC.Potran 2000 r2 1?-May-01 12:08:0? 
Fringe: GRAV_1T_3.SC1, Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -At Zl (VONM) 
Max 3,47+005 @Nd 7085 
Min 2.22+002 @Nd 20016 
Figure 174. Cape H (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 50.3 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, One Tank) 
MSC.Potran 2000 r2 17-Mo>-01 10:36:16 
Fringe: GRAV_2T_0.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor, -AtZ2 fVONM) 
1.03+002 
~rJefauH_Fringe: 
Max 3,02+005 @Nd 16856 
Mini.03+002 @Nd 12378 
Figure 175. Cape H (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 43.8 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, Two Tanks) 
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MSC.Patron 2000 r2 17-May^l 10:3616 
Fringe: GRAV_2T_0.SC1. Static Subcase Stress Tensor. -At Z2 (VONM) 
1.03+002 
default_Fringe: 
Max 3,02*005 ®Nd16856 
Mini.03*002 @Nd 12378 
Figure 176. Cape H (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 43.8 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, Two Tanks) 
MSC.Potran 2000 r2 17-May-01 10:54:55 








3 14.0 ' 















Max 3.37+005 ®Nd 16656 
Min 2.01 *002@Nd 20035 
Figure 177. Cape H (left view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 43.8 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, Two Tanks) 
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MSC.Palran2000r217-May-01 10:36:16 
Fringe: GRAV_2T_0.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor, -M 22 (VONM) 










Max 3.02*005 @Nd 16856 
Min 1.03*002 @Nd 12378 
Figure 178. Cape H (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 43.8 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, Two Tanks) 
MSC.Patran2000r217-May-0l 10:36:16 
Fringe: GRAV_2T_0.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor, -At Z2 fvtlNM) 
i@Nd 16858 
Mini.03*002 @Nd 12378 
Figure 179. Cape H (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 43.8 ksi 




Max 3 02*005 @Nd 16856 
Mini.03*002 ©Nd 12378 
Figure 180. Cape H (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 43.8 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, No Twist, Two Tanks) 
MSC.Palran2000r217-May01 10:54:55 
Fringe: GRAV_2T_1 SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor, -At 22 (VONM1 
2.01+002 
default_Fringe: 
Max 3.37*005 ONd 16856 
Min 2.01 *002@Nd 20035 
Figure 181. Cape H (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 48.9 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
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MSC.Patran2000r217-May-01 10:54:55 
Fringe: GRAV.ZTJ.SCI. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor, -M Z2 fVONM) 
2.01+002 
default Fringe: 
Max 3.37+005 @Nd 16856 
Min 2.01+002 ©Nd 20035 
Figure 182. Cape H (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 48.9 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
MSC.Potran2000r217-May-01 10:54:55 



















Max 3,37+005 @Nd 16858 
Min 2.01+002 @Nd 20035 
Figure 183. Cape H (left view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 48.9 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
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MSC.Prtran2000r217-Ma>Kn 10:54:55 


















Max 3.37+005 @Nd 16856 
Min 2.01 +002 ©Nd 20035 
Figure 184. Cape H (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 48.9 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
MSC.Potron2000i217-May-01 10:54:55 
Fringe: GRAV.2TJ.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor.-At Z2 rVONM) 
Figure 185. Cape H (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 








Max 3.37+005 @Nd 16856 
Min 2.011-002 ©Nd 20035 
Figure 186. Cape H (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 48.9 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 1 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
MSC.Patran2000r217-May-01 10:46:09 
Fringe: GRAV_2T_3.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor. -Ai 22 (VONM) 
2.55*0011 
default Fringe: 
Max 4.06+005 @Nd16B56 
Min 2.55+001 @Nd 20035 
Figure 187. Cape H (top view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 58.9 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
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MSC.Patron 2000 r2 17-Moy4)1 10:46:09 
Fringe: GRAV_2T_3.SC1. Static Subcase: Stress Tensor, -At Z2 (VONM) 
2.55+0011 
defautt_Fringe: 
Max 4 06+005 @Nd 16856 
Min 2.55*001 @Nd 20035 
Figure 188. Cape H (bottom view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 58.9 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
MSC.Patran 2000 xZ 17-May01 10:46:09 




















        *"" default_Fringe: 
Max 4,06+005 @Nd 16856 
Min 2.55+001 @Nd 20035 
Figure 189. Cape H (left view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 58.9 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
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MSC.Patran2000r217-May01 10:46:09 



















Max 4.06+005 @Nd 16856 
Min 2.55+001 ©Nd 20035 
Figure 190. Cape H (right view) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 58.9 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
MSC.Patran2000r217-May4)1 10:46:09 
Fringe: GRAVJ2T_3.SC1. Static Subcase; Stress Tensor. -A»11 fvDNM) 
55+0011 
default Fringe: 
Max 4,06+005 @Nd 16856 
Min 2.55+001 @Nd 20035 
Figure 191. Cape H (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 58.9 ksi 






Figure 192. Cape H (close-up) von Mises Stress Contour Plot, Max. Stress: 58.9 ksi 
(Inertia Loading, 3 Degree Twist, Two Tanks) 
C.   EXPERIMENTAL MODAL ANALYSIS 
1. Model-Scale Stern Ramp 
Vibration testing was conducted on the model-scale ramp and the first four 
elastic modes were measured. The model-scale ramp was supported to enable the 
measurement of the normal modes with a free-free boundary condition. Figure 193 
through 196 show the first four elastic modes. 
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SFQRMATOS-tRAMP RESP »48891 
FÄfep)SfM •„,.,   *.—:HL«8S1     p« 0.6293g ACKLftA JON • MAS IN: O.0OWO MAX: 1.06M3 
Figure 193. Model-Scale Ramp, Mode 1, Torsion 
AOaERATON - MAS MM O.0OE-HX1 MAX:137E+03 
FMMTOFREF.'PART 
Figure 194. Model-Scale Ramp, Mode 2, Bending 
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RMATlOft 7-3:RAMP RESP 2 




Figure 195. Model-Scale Ramp, Mode 3, Second Torsion 
Figure 196. Model-Scale Ramp, Mode 4, Second Bending 
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Table 8 provides a summary comparison of the computational modal and experimental 
modal analysis of the model-scale stern ramp. 
Finite Element Experimental 
Mode Frequency (Hz) Mode Shape Frequency (Hz) Mode Shape 
1 12.46 1st Torsion 10.49 1st Torsion 
2 27.23 1st Bending 27.88 1st Bending 
3 45.13 2nd Torsion 43.94 2nd Torsion 
4 76.38 2nd Bending 79.80 2nd Bending 
Table 8. Comparison of Model-Scale Ramp Finite ] Element and Experimental Results 
2.        Model-Scale Stern Ramp Support 
Vibration testing was conducted on the model-scale ramp support and all modes 
through 130 Hz were measured. The support was mounted to the deck in the position it 
will occupy for the constructed experimental test facility. Figure 197 shows the first 
elastic mode. 
turn DEFQRMATIQN:27-1:SPRT HAM FRAME/55.45744 
;27 FRE0: 55.467W DAMP: 0.19850& [ERATBN ■ MAG MIN: O.ME*00 MAX «ÖE+07 
Figure 197. Model-Scale Ramp Support, Mode 1 
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Table 9 displays a comparison of the finite element results with the experimental 
results. 
Finite Element Experimental 
Mode Frequency (Hz) Frequency (Hz) Mode Shape 
Matches 
1 51.31 55.47 Yes 
2 71.44 67.02 No 
3 72.109 68.73 No 
4 93.04 78.34 No 
5 96.97 88.63 No 
6 102.99 107.65 No 
7 119.53 122.20 Yes 
Comparison oj ■ Support Finite Element and Experimental Results 
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A.        CONCLUSIONS 
The primary purpose of this thesis was to determine the suitability of the three 
full-scale stern ramp finite element model for inclusion in a coupled hydro-structural 
simulation model of the combined ship-ramp-RRDF. To assist in the determination, an 
ANSYS model of the LMSR stern ramp was obtained and nodal and elemental 
solutions were computed using ANSYS to compare with MSC/NASTRAN results. 
Four load cases were considered and are annotated as cases A through D. Load case A 
has gravity only as a load and cases B through D have gravity plus one, three and eight 
degrees of twist respectively. Tables 10 through 12 document these comparisons for no 
tank, one tank, and two tank configurations. All stress values are in pounds force per 
inch squared (psi) and are listed as peak {nominal}. Peak stress values are computed 
and nominal stresses are estimated. 













Case A 13,866 
{7,711} 
stbd hinge 32,331 
{14,374} 


















































Table 10. LMSR ANSYS vs. NASTRAN Solution Comparison (No Tanks) 
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Case A 26,804 
{23,828} 
stbd hinge 68,081 
{37,833} 
stbd hinge 46,600 
{15,600} 
stbd hinge 
CaseB 29,485 top edge 72,592 port hinge 49,000 port hinge 





CaseC 50,959 top edge 83,260 port hinge 56,000 port hinge 





Case E 104,962 top edge 123,835 inside first 108,000 inside first 




{82,563} cavity on 
port side 
(section 1) 
{49,000} cavity on 
port side 
(section 1) 
Table 11. LMSR ANSYS vs. NASTRAN Solution Comparison (One Tank) 













Case A 47,102 
{26,183} 
stbd hinge 110,389 
{36,819} 





port hinge 114,293 
{50,809} 































ible 12. LM SR ANSYS vs. NASTl RAN Solutioi l Comparis on (Two Tan ks) 
As can be seen from the tables, the ANSYS nodal and elemental solutions bracket the 
MSC/NASTRAN results in all but case D with two tanks. Additionally, the disparity 
between the ANSYS nodal and elemental results indicates the LMSR model is not 
sufficiently refined. In particular, the hinge joints require updating. This is further 
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supported by the peak stress values being well above the yield for mild steel of 40,000 
psi. 
Tables 13 through 15 show a comparison of the linear static solutions of the 
three ramp designs. Again, three load cases were considered for no tank, one tank, and 
two tank configurations. As before, case A represents gravity only and cases B and C 
represent one degree and three degrees of twist. Eight degrees of twist was not used as 






CapeT Peak Stress 
Location 
CapeH Peak Stress 
Location 
LMSR Peak Stress 
Location 
Case A 13,500 
{9,035} 






































top edge of 
first cavity 
on stbd side 
(section 1) 






Cape T Peak Stress 
Location 
CapeH Peak Stress 
Location 
LMSR Peak Stress 
Location 















































Cape T Peak Stress 
Location 
CapeH Peak Stress 
Location 
LMSR Peak Stress 
Location 




























port hinge 85,800 
{34,400} 
port hinge 
Table 15. Ramp Summary (Two Tanks) 
The high peak stresses predicted still indicate that all three ramp models are not 
sufficiently refined for accurate determination of stress levels; however, each of the 
designs may be used to ascertain the performance of passive isolation. 
B. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Because the three full-scale stern ramp finite element models can each be used 
in the simulation model, the two ramps most likely to be used for RORO operations at 
sea should be used in the simulation model. The Cape H stern ramp is much larger and 
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poses separate problems due to its size alone. The LMSR stern ramp was designed for 
sea state three capability and at this time seems to be the most likely candidate for at sea 
RORO application. 
If the Cape H ramp design is to be used for at sea RORO operations, the Cape H 
finite element model should be modified to allow for normal modes analysis to 
determine if a pseudostatic response assumption is valid. 
All three ramp models should be refined sufficiently to allow for more accurate 
stress level predictions. For the LMSR, Cape H, and Cape T designs, these refinements 
should be in the areas of high peak stress concentration. 
Both finite element models for the model-scale stern ramp and support require 
additional updating. Specifically, both models should be modified to include 
parameters for accurate modeling of the weld joints. 
Perform testing of materials used in the construction of both the model-scale 
stern ramp and support. This will ensure that the correct values for material modulus 
and density are included in the model rather than handbook values. 
For the model-scale ramp support, update the finite element model to include the 
spring effects of the six fasteners used to mount the support to the deck. This will 
provide another parameter for updating the model. 
Additional vibration analysis of the model-scale ramp and support must be 
conducted as the experimental test facility is completed. 
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APPENDIX 
A.        COMPUTATIONAL LINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS 
Static analyses require the solution of the following equation, 
[K]{u} = {p} (1) 
where [K] is an (n x ri) stiffness matrix, p(f) is an (n x 1) force vector, and u(f) is an 
(nxl) vector of unknown displacement coordinates. Solution to equation (1) for large 
systems can be very difficult and computationally expensive as it involves the inversion 
of the stiffness matrix, [K]. The left and right hand sides of equation (1) are 
premultiplied by [K]"1 yielding [Ref. 1], 
{u} = [K]-1 {p} (2) 
Solution of equation (2) gives the physical displacements of the finite element model, 
{u}. MSC/NASTRAN conducts linear static analyses by the displacement method. 
[Ref. 2] 
Each MSC/NASTRAN input file consists of several sections defining the type 
of analysis to be performed, boundary conditions, loads, material properties, element 
types, and grid point connectivity. MSC/NASTRAN will organize the input file for 
efficient processing and assemble the stiffness and mass matrices, [K] and [M]. The 
mass matrix in a static analysis is used to apply inertial or gravity loads to the structure. 
Specified constraints are applied to the stiffness matrix and appropriate rows and 
columns are eliminated through matrix partitioning. The load vector, {p}, is generated 
from parameters such as pressure loads on surfaces, enforced displacements, and inertia 
loads. The load vector is reduced to final form by application of restraints and 
elimination of the restrained components. The stiffness matrix, [K] is decomposed into 
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upper and lower triangular factors and solution for the independent displacements in 
{u} is accomplished for the reduced load vector {p} by means of forward and backward 
passes. Equations of constraint are applied to determine dependent grid point 
displacements. Knowledge of the displacement of the corners of an element allows the 
elemental strains and stresses to be determined based on the shape functions of the 
particular element. MSC/NASTRAN uses bilinear extrapolation to determine elemental 
stresses at the centroid and corners of each CQUAD4 element [Ref. 3]. A bilinear 
function is a special quadratic function that is linear in y for each x, and linear in x for 
each y. 
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B.        COMPUTATIONAL MODAL ANALYSIS 
The equations of motion for an n degree of freedom (DOF) undamped structure 
can be represented by the following matrix equation, 
[M]{ii} + [K]{u} = {p(0}, (3) 
where [M] and [K] are (n x n) mass and stiffness matrices, p(Y) in an (n x 1) force 
vector, and u(0 is an (n x 1) vector of unknown displacement coordinates. The natural 
frequencies of the system of equations represented by the homogeneous form of 
equation (3) can be determined by assuming the displacement response is harmonic, 
{u} = {U}eiffl' (4) 
Equation (4) can be substituted into equation (3) leading to an nth order eigenvalue 
problem [Ref. 1], 
([K]-(D2[M]){U} = {0} (5) 
Equation (5) may also equivalently be written to form the structural eigenproblem 
[Ref. 4], 
[K]9, = X,[M](p,,./=l,...,n (6) 
In equation (6) it is apparent that X,- corresponds to co/ (they'th eigenvalue) and q>7 
corresponds to U, (they'th eigenvector).   Damping may be included and the 
eigenvectors are unchanged provided damping is included in proportional form. A 
common method to solve equation (6) involves computing [L], the Cholesky factor of 
[K], provided [K] is positive definite. Substituting, Uy = 1/ X, in equation (6) yields, 
[M] <p, = uy [K] cp, (7) 
Finally, including the Cholesky factorization of [K] leads to, 
PL]-![M][L]-Tvy = ivvy (8) 
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The eigenvectors, %, must be computed by using the transformation (py = [L]"T \j/y. If the 
model has rigid body modes, [K] is positive semidefinite and Cholesky decomposition 
is not possible. To efficiently solve such problems, MSC/NASTRAN employs a block 
Lanczos algorithm with shift points (a) and equation (6) is adjusted as follows [Ref. 5], 
[K- oM] <py = (kj-o)[M] (py, j = h-,n (9) 
The values for the shift points are chosen by the software dependent on the user 
requested range of natural frequency interest and the nature of the finite element model. 
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C.      EXPERIMENTAL MODAL ANALYSIS 
Experimental modal analysis or vibration testing requires four components: a 
means to mount or support the structure to be tested; an excitation source; transducers to 
measure the vibration response and excitation input; and a method to record and analyze 
the data. 
For a free-free vibration test, the structure should be supported at the nodal 
points of the first bending mode. The material used to support the structure should be 
of sufficient flexibility to minimize coupling of rigid body modes with elastic modes of 
the structure. If the response of an installed structure is desired, then vibration testing 
may be conducted with the structure restrained as if installed. 
Two methods are commonly used to excite a structure. A shaker can be 
attached to the structure with a force input proportional to a specified input parameter, 
such as voltage, or an impact hammer with an attached force transducer may be used. 
The impact hammer imparts an approximate impulse to the structure with the intention 
of exciting all modes in the bandwidth of interest simultaneously and equally. Because 
the impact produced by the hammer in practice does not result in a perfect impulse, 
there exists a cut-off frequency above which modes are excited with very little energy. 
The cut-off frequency can be altered by using different mass hammers or changing the 
elasticity of the hammer tip. It is important that the frequency range of interest fall 
below the cut-off frequency. 
Transducers are used to measure the vibration response of the excited structure 
and the excitation force. Transducers contain a piezoelectric material that generates an 
electric charge when undergoing strain. The electric charge can be converted to a 
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measurable voltage that is proportional to the applied strain. The applied strain is 
proportional to the excitation force or acceleration of the structure. Force transducers 
apply the excitation force directly to the piezoelectric material. Accelerometers differ in 
that a mass is attached to the structure through the piezoelectric material with the 
piezoelectric material acting as a stiff spring. The spring-mass system of the 
accelerometer should vibrate at frequencies well above the frequency range of interest. 
Analyses of vibration tests are accomplished using a digital computer. The 
analog measured vibrations are converted to a digital signal by an analog to digital 
converter. Several sample intervals are averaged to reduce the effect of noise in the 
vibration measurements. The digital force and response functions are time domain 
signals. Fast Fourier transforms (FFT) of the force and response signals are performed 
by computer software to generate frequency domain functions. This leads to the 
frequency response function (FRF) as defined by the ratio of the response FFT to the 
force FFT. The FRFs can be viewed and used to determine the natural frequencies, 
mode shapes, and damping ratios of the structure tested. [Ref. 6] 
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D.       MSC/NASTRAN INPUT FILES 






SEALL = ALL 
SUPER = ALL 
ECHO = NONE 
MAXLINES = 999999999 
SUBCASE 1 
SUBTITLE=GRAV_0T_1 
SPC = 1 





PARAM    POST    -1 
PARAM,NOCOMPS,-l 
PARAM   PRTMAXIM YES 
PARAM AUTOSPC YES 
PARAM K6ROT 5.0 
PARAM GRDPNT 0 
SPCD 2 5219 3 -5.04 
SPC1 1 123 5243 
SPC1 1 3 6481 
SPC1 1 123 9961 
SPC1 1 3 5219 
GRAV 2 0 386.09 0. 0. -1. 
CELAS2 13953 2.4+7 9101 3 6786 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13954 2.4+7 9106 3 6787 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13955 2.4+7 9107 3 6788 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13956 2.4+7 9105 3 6782 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13957 2.4 + 7 9126 3 6799 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13958 2.4+7 9131 3 6800 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13960 2.4+7 9129 3 6801 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13961 2.4+7 9127 3 6798 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13962 2.4+7 5336 3 2320 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13963 2.4+7 5338 3 2325 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13964 2.4+7 5337 3 2324 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13965 2.4+7 5332 3 1809 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13966 2.4 + 7 5358 3 2332 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13967 2.4+7 5360 3 2334 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13968 2.4+7 5362 3 2333 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13969 2.4+7 5357 3 1852 3 0. 0 








SEALL = ALL 
SUPER = ALL 
ECHO = 1 SIONE 




SPC = = 1 





PARAM POST -1 
PARAM,NOCOMPS,-l 
PARAM PRTMAXIM YES 
PARAM AUTOSPC YES 
PARAM K6ROT 5.0 
PARAM GRDPNT 0 
SPCD 2 5219 3 -5.04 
LOAD 2 1. 1. 3 1. 4 
SPC1 1 123 5243 
SPC1 1 3 6481 
SPC1 1 123 9961 
SPC1 1 3 5219 
GRAV 3 0 386.09 0. 0. -1. 
PLOAD4 4 4957 -20.4 -20.4 -20.4 -20.4 THRU 4964 
PLOAD4 4 5005 -20.4 -20.4 -20.4 -20.4 THRU 5012 
PLOAD4 4 5053 -20.4 -20.4 -20.4 -20.4 THRU 5060 
PLOAD4 4 12970 -20.4 -20.4 -20.4 -20.4 THRU 12977 
PLOAD4 4 13026 -20.4 -20.4 -20.4 -20.4 THRU 13033 
PLOAD4 4 13082 -20.4 -20.4 -20.4 -20.4 THRU 13089 
CELAS2 13953 2.4 + 7 9101 3 6786 3 0. 0. 
CELAS2 13954 2.4 + 7 9106 3 6787 3 0. 0. 
CELAS2 13955 2.4 + 7 9107 3 6788 3 0. 0. 
CELAS2 13956 2.4 + 7 9105 3 6782 3 0. 0. 
CELAS2 13957 2.4 + 7 9126 3 6799 3 0. 0. 
CELAS2 13958 2.4 + 7 9131 3 6800 3 0. 0. 
CELAS2 13960 2.4 + 7 9129 3 6801 3 0. 0. 
CELAS2 13961 2.4 + 7 9127 3 6798 3 0. 0. 
CELAS2 13962 2.4 + 7 5336 3 2320 3 0. 0. 
CELAS2 13963 2.4 + 7 5338 3 2325 3 0. 0. 
CELAS2 13964 2.4+7 5337 3 2324 3 0. 0. 
CELAS2 13965 2.4+7 5332 3 1809 3 0. 0. 
CELAS2 13966 2.4+7 5358 3 2332 3 0. 0. 
CELAS2 13967 2.4+7 5360 3 2334 3 0. 0. 
CELAS2 13968 2.4+7 5362 3 2333 3 0. 0. 
CELAS2 13969 2.4 + 7 5357 3 1852 3 0. 0. 








SEALL = ALL 
SUPER = ALL 
ECHO = NONE 
MAXLINES = 999999999 
SUBCASE 1 
SUBTITLE=GRAV_2 T_l 
SPC = 1 





PARAM    POST    -1 
PARAM,NOCOMPS,-l 
PARAM   PRTMAXIM YES 
AUTOSPC  YES 
K6ROT    5.0 
GRDPNT   0 
2       5219    3     -5.04 


































































































































PL0AD4 4 5055 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 5056 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 5057 
-20.4 
PL0AD4 4 5058 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 5059 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 5060 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 5109 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 5110 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 5111 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 5112 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 5113 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 5114 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 5115 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 5116 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 5152 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 5153 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 5154 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 5155 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 5156 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 5157 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 5158 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 5159 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 9461 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 9462 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 9463 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 9464 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 9465 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 9466 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 9467 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 9468 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 9504 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 9505 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 9506 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 9507 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 9508 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 9509 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 9510 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 9511 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 12850 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 12851 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 12852 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 12853 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 12854 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 12855 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 12856 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 12857 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 12914 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 12915 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 12916 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 12917 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 12918 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 12919 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 12920 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 12921 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 12970 -20.4 
PL0AD4 4 12971 -20.4 
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PL0AD4 4 12972 -20 4 
PL0AD4 4 12973 -20 4 
PL0AD4 4 12974 -20 4 
PL0AD4 4 12975 -20 4 
PL0AD4 4 12976 -20 4 
PL0AD4 4 12977 -20 4 
PL0AD4 "4 13082 -20 4 
PL0AD4 4 13083 -20 4 
PL0AD4 4 13084 -20 4 
PL0AD4 4 13085 -20 4 
PL0AD4 4 13086 -20 4 
PL0AD4 4 13087 -20 4 
PL0AD4 4 13088 -20 4 
PL0AD4 4 13089 -20 4 
CELAS2 13953 2.4+7 9101 3 6786 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13954 2.4+7 9106 3 6787 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13955 2.4+7 9107 3 6788 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13956 2.4+7 9105 3 6782 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13957 2.4+7 9126 3 6799 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13958 2.4+7 9131 3 6800 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13960 2.4+7 9129 3 6801 3 .  0. 0 
CELAS2 13961 2.4+7 9127 3 6798 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13962 2.4+7 5336 3 2320 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13963 2.4+7 5338 3 2325 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13964 2.4+7 5337 3 2324 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13965 2.4 + 7 5332 3 1809 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13966 2.4+7 5358 3 2332 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13967 2.4+7- 5360 3 2334 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13968 2.4+7 5362 3 2333 3 0. 0 
CELAS2 13969 2.4+7 5357 3 1852 3 0. 0 








SEALL = ALL 
SUPER = ALL 
ECHO = NONE 
MAXLINES = 999999999 
SUBCASE 1 
SUBTITLE=CT_0T_0 
SPC = 1 





PARAM    POST    -1 
PARAM,NOCOMPS,-l 
PARAM PRTMAXIM YES 
PARAM GRDPNT 0 
PARAM K6ROT 5.0 
PARAM AUTOSPC YES 
SPC1 1 123 40288 
SPC1 1 123 40289 
SPC1 1 2 40769 
SPC1 1 2 40805 
GRAV 2 0 9.81 0.     -1.      0 
INCLUDE •E:\CapeT\CT STATICXCT _STATIC_BULK.dat' 








SEALL = ALL 
SUPER = ALL 
ECHO = NONE 
MAXLINES = 999999999 
SUBCASE 1 
SUBTITLE=CT_1T_1 
SPC = 1 
LOAD = 2 
DISPLACEMENT(SORT1,REAL)=ALL 
SPCFORCES(SORT1,REAL)=ALL 
STRESS (SORT1, REAL, VONMISES, BILIN) =ALL 
BEGIN BULK 
PARAM    POST    -1 
PARAM,NOCOMPS,-l 
12 
PARAM PRTMAXIM YES 
PARAM GRDPNT 0 
PARAM K6ROT 5.0 
PARAM AUTOSPC YES 
LOAD 2 1. 1. 
SPCD 2 40769 2 
SPC1 1 123 40288 
SPC1 1 123 40289 
SPC1 1 2 40769 
SPC1 1 2 40805 
GRAV 3 0 9.81 
PLOAD4 4 3370 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3375 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3380 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3385 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3390 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3395 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3400 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3405 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3410 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3415 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3420 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3425 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3430 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3435 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3440 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3445 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3450 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3455 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3460 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3465 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3470 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3475 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3480 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3485 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3490 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3495 -133069. 
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PL0AD4 4 3500 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3505 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3510 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3515 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3520 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3525 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3530 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3535 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3637 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3642 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3647 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3652 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3657 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3662 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3667 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3672 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3677 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3682 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3687 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3692 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3792 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3797 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3802 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3807 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3812 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3817 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3822 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3827 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3832 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3837 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3842 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3847 -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3852 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3857 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3862 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3867 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3872 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3877 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3882 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3887 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3892 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3897 -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 4430 133069. 
PLOAD4 4 4435 133069. 
PLOAD4 4 4440 133069. 
PLOAD4 4 4445 133069. 
PLOAD4 4 4450 133069. 
PLOAD4 4 4455 133069. 
PLOAD4 4 4460 133069. 
PLOAD4 4 4465 133069. 
PLOAD4 4 4470 133069. 
PLOAD4 4 4475 133069. 
PLOAD4 4 4480 133069. 
PLOAD4 4 4485 133069. 
PLOAD4 4 4490 133069. 


















































PL0AD4 4 4500 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4505 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4510 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4515 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4520 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4525 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4530 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4535 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4544 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4549 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4554 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4559 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4564 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4569 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4574 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4579 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4584 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4589 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4594 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4599 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4699 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4704 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4709 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4714 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4719 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4724 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4729 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4734 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4739 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4744 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4749 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4754 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4759 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4764 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4769 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4774 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4779 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4784 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4789 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4794 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4799 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4804 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 5093 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 5098 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 5103 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 5108 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 5113 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 5118 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 5123 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 5128 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 5133 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 5138 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 5143 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 5148 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 6632 -133069. 























PL0AD4   4       7085    133069. THRU    7087 
PLOAD4   4       7094   -133069. 
INCLUDE 'E:\CapeT\CT_STATIC\CT_STATIC_BULK.dat' 
ENDDATA ld8 6bebd 
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INIT MASTER(S) 




SEALL = ALL 
SUPER = ALL 
ECHO = NONE 
MAXLINES = 999999999 
SUBCASE 1 
SUBTITLE=CT 2T 1 
SPC = 1 





PARAM POST -1 
PARAM,NOCOMPS,-l 
PARAM PRTMAXIM YES 
PARAM GRDPNT 0 
PARAM K6ROT 5.0 
PARAM AUTOSPC YES 
LOAD 2 1. 1. 3 1. 4 
SPCD 2 40769 2 -.13528 
SPC1 1 123 40288 
SPC1 1 123 40289 
SPC1 1 2 40769 
SPC1 1 2 40805 
GRAV 3 0 9.81 0. -1. 0. 
PLOAD4 4 1988 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PLOAD4 4 1993 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PLOAD4 4 1998 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PLOAD4 4 2003 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PLOAD4 4 2139 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 2141 
PLOAD4 4 2144 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 2146 
PLOAD4 4 ' 2149 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 2151 
PLOAD4 4 2154 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 2156 
PLOAD4 4 3370 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3375 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3380 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3385 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3390 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3395 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3400 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3405 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3410 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3415 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. 
PLOAD4 4 3792 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 3794 
PLOAD4 4 3797 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 3799 
PLOAD4 4 3802 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 3804 
PLOAD4 4 3807 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 3809 
PLOAD4 4 3812 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 3814 
PLOAD4 4 3817 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 3819 
PLOAD4 4 3822 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 3824 
PLOAD4 4 3827 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 3829 
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PL0AD4 4 3832 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 3834 
PL0AD4 4 3837 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 3839 
PL0AD4 4 4430 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 4432 
PL0AD4 4 4435 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 4437 
PL0AD4 4 4440 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 4442 
PL0AD4 4 4445 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 4447 
PL0AD4 4 4450 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 4452 
PL0AD4 4 4455 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 4457 
PL0AD4 4 4460 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 4462 
PL0AD4 4 4465 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 4467 
PL0AD4 4 4470 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 4472 
PL0AD4 4 4475 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 4477 
PL0AD4 4 4544 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4549 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4554 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4559 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4564 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4569 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4574 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4579 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4584 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4589 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4594 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4599 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4604 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4609 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4614 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4619 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4624 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4629 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4634 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4639 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4644 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4649 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4654 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4659 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4664 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4669 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4674 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4679 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4684 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4689 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4694 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4699 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4704 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4709 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4714 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4719 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4724 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4729 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4734 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 4739 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD.4 4 4744 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 5093 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5095 
PL0AD4 4 5098 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5100 
PL0AD4 4 5103 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5105 
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PL0AD4 4 5108 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5110 
PL0AD4 4 5113 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5115 
PL0AD4 4 5118 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5120 
PL0AD4 4 5123 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5125 
PL0AD4 4 5128 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5130 
PL0AD4 4 5133 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5135 
PL0AD4 4 5138 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5140 
PL0AD4 4 5143 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5145 
PL0AD4 4 5148 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 515.0 
PL0AD4 4 5153 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5155 
PL0AD4 4 5158 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5160 
PL0AD4 4 5163 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5165 
PL0AD4 4 5168 133069.. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5170 
PL0AD4 4 5173 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5175 
PL0AD4 4 5178 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5180 
PL0AD4 4 5183 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5185 
PL0AD4 4 5188 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5190 
PL0AD4 4 5193 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5195 
PL0AD4 4 5198 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5200 
PL0AD4 4 5203 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5205 
PL0AD4 4 5208 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5210 
PL0AD4 4 5213 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5215 
PL0AD4 4 5218 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5220 
PL0AD4 4 5223 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5225 
PL0AD4 4 5228 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5230 
PL0AD4 4 5233 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5235 
PL0AD4 4 5238 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5240 
PL0AD4 4 5243 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 5245 
PL0AD4 4 6632 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 6633 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 6637 
PL0AD4 4 6692 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 6694 
PL0AD4 4 6697 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 6699 
PL0AD4 4 6702 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 6704 
PL0AD4 4 6707 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 6709 
PL0AD4 4 6712 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 6714 
PL0AD4 4 6717 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 6719 
PL0AD4 4 6722 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 6724 
PL0AD4 4 6727 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 6729 
PL0AD4 4 6732 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 6734 
PL0AD4 4 6737 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 6739 
PL0AD4 4 6742 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 6744 
PL0AD4 4 6747 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 6749 
PL0AD4 4 6752 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 6754 
PL0AD4 4 6757 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 6759 
PL0AD4 4 7009 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 7011 
PL0AD4 4 7030 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 7032 
PL0AD4 4 7035 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 7037 
PL0AD4 4 7040 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 7042 
PL0AD4 4 7045 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 7047 
PL0AD4 4 7050 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 7052 
PL0AD4 4 7055 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 7057 
PL0AD4 4 7060 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 7062 
PL0AD4 4 7065 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 7067 
PL0AD4 4 7070 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 7072 
PL0AD4 4 7075 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 7077 
PL0AD4 4 7080 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 7082 
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PL0AD4 4 7085 133069. . 133069. . 133069. . 133069. THRU 7087 
PL0AD4 4 7094 -133069. .-133069. ,-133069. .-133069. 
PL0AD4 4 7107 -133069. .-133069. ,-133069. ,-133069. THRU 7109 
PL0AD4 4 32507 -133069. .-133069. -133069. ,-133069. THRU 32516 
PL0AD4 4 32536 -133069. ,-133069. -133069. ,-133069. THRU 32545 
PL0AD4 4 32565 -133069. ,-133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 32574 
PL0AD4 4 32594 -133069. ,-133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 32603 
PL0AD4 4 33029 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 33038 
PL0AD4 4 33058 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 33067 
PL0AD4 4 33087 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 33096 
PL0AD4 4 33116 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 33125 
PL0AD4 4 34884 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 34895 
PL0AD4 4 34938 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 34949 
PL0AD4 4 45450 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 45457 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 45459 
PL0AD4 4 45470 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 45472 
PL0AD4 4 45479 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 2606 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 2608 
PL0AD4 4 2611 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 2613 
PL0AD4 4 2616 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 2618 
PL0AD4 4 2621 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 2623 
PL0AD4 4 2759 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 2764 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 2769 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 2774 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3480 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3485 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3490 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3495 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3500 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3505 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3510 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3515 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3520 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3525 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3530 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 • 3535 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3540 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3545 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3550 133069. 133069". 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3555 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3560 133069. .133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3565 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3570 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3575 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3580 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3585 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3590 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3595 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3600 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3605 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3610 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3615 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3620 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3625 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
PL0AD4 4 3630 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. 
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PL0AD4 4 3637 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 3639 
PL0AD4 4 3642 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 3644 
PL0AD4 4 3647 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 3649 
PL0AD4 4 3652 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 3654 
PL0AD4 4 3657 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 3659 
PL0AD4 4 3662 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 3664 
PL0AD4 4 3667 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 3669 
PL0AD4 4 3672 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 3674 
PL0AD4 4 3677 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 3679 
PL0AD4 4 3682 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 3684 
PL0AD4 4 3687 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 3689 
PL0AD4 4 3692 -133069. -133069. -133069. -133069. THRU 3694 
PL0AD4 4 3697 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 3699 
PL0AD4 4 3702 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 3704 
PL0AD4 4 3707 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 3709 
PL0AD4 4 3712 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 3714 
PL0AD4 4 3717 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 3719 
PL0AD4 4 3722 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 3724 
PL0AD4 4 3727 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 3729 
PL0AD4 4 3732 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 3734 
PL0AD4 4 3737 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 3739 
PL0AD4 4 3742 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 3744 
PL0AD4 4 3747 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 3749 
PL0AD4 4 3752 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 3754 
PL0AD4 4 3757 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 3759 
PL0AD4 4 3762 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 3764 
PL0AD4 4 3767 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 3769 
PL0AD4 4 3772 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 3774 
PL0AD4 4 3777 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 3779 
PL0AD4 4 3782 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 3784 
PL0AD4 4 3787 133069. 133069. 133069. 133069. THRU 3789 
INCLUDE •E: \CapeT\CT STATIC\CT_STATIC_BULK.dat' 
ENDDATA ld8 6bebd 
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INIT MASTER(S) 




SEALL = ALL 
SUPER = ALL 
TITLE = MSC.Nastran job created on 09-May-01 at 14:36:17 
ECHO = NONE 
MAXLINES = 999999999 
SUBCASE 1 
SUBTITLE=GRAV_0T_1 
SPC = 1 





PARAM POST -1 
PARAM,NOCOMPS,-l 
PARAM PRTMAXIM YES 
PARAM AUTOSPC YES 
PARAM GRDPNT 0 
PARAM K6ROT 5.0 
SPCD 2 16942 3 -236.73 
SPC1 1 123 13757 
SPC1 1 3 16942 
SPC1 1 3 19491 
SPC1 1 123 19494 
SPC1 1 123 19503 
SPC1 1 123 19513 
SPC1 1 123 19519 
SPC1 1 123 19531 
SPC1 1 123 19540 
SPC1 1 123 20463 
GRAV 2 0 9807. 0. 
PELAS 19 1.7+10 
CELAS1 20953 19 15487 3 
CELAS1 20954 19 15488 3 
CELAS1 20955 19 19552 3 
CELAS1 20956 19 14619 3 
CELAS1 20957 19 14623 3 
CELAS1 20958 19 14622 3 
CELAS1 20959 19 14621 3 
CELAS1 20964 19 15631 3 
CELAS1 20965 19 14657 3 
CELAS1 22003 19 20215 3 
CELAS1 22004 19 20218 3 
CELAS1 22175 19 20263 3 
CELAS1 22176 19 20286 3 






















SEALL = ALL 
SUPER = ALL 
TITLE = MSC.Nastran job created on 09- -May-01 at 14:36 17 
ECHO = SIONE 
MAXLINES = 999999999 
SUBCASE 1 
SUBTITLE=GRAV _1T_1 
SPC = = 1 
LOAD = 2 
DISPLACEMENT(SORT1,REAL)=ALL 
SPCFORCES(SORTl,REAL) =ALL 
STRESS(SORT1, REAL,VONMISES, BILIN) =ALL 
BEGIN BULK 
PARAM POST -1 
PARAM,NOCOMPS,-! 
PARAM PRTMAXIM YES 
PARAM AUTOSPC YES 
PARAM GRDPNT 0 
PARAM K6ROT 5.0 
LOAD 2 1. 1. 3 1. 4 
SPCD 2 16942 3 -236 73 
SPC1 1 123 13757 
SPC1 1 3 16942 
SPC1 1 3 19491 
SPC1 1 123 19494 
SPC1 1 123 19503 
SPC1 1 123 19513 
SPC1 1 123 19519 
SPC1 1 123 19531 
SPC1 1 123 19540 
SPC1 1 123 20463 
GRAV 3 0 9807. 0. 0. -1. 
PLOAD4 4 11962 137. 137. 137. 137. THRU 11973 
PLOAD4 4 12028 137. 137. 137. 137. THRU 12033 
PLOAD4 4 12665 137. 137. 137. 137. THRU 12670 
PLOAD4 4 12689 137. 137. 137. 137. THRU 12694 
PLOAD4 4 12759 137. 137. 137. 137. THRU 12764 
PELAS 19 1.7+10 
CELAS1 20953 19 15487 3 15693 3 
CELAS1 20954 19 15488 3 15692 3 
CELAS1 20955 19 19552 3 15694 3 
CELAS1 20956 19 14619 3 14695 3 
CELAS1 20957 19 14623 3 14700 3 
CELAS1 20958 19 14622 3 14699 3 
CELAS1 20959 19 14621 3 14698 3 
CELAS1 20964 19 15631 3 204 3 
CELAS1 20965 19 14657 3 16982 3 
CELAS1 22003 19 20215 3 20144 3 
CELAS1 22004 19 20218 3 20147 3 
CELAS1 22175 19 20263 3 20357 3 
CELAS1 22176 19 20286 3 20328 3 
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SEALL = ALL 
SUPER = ALL 
TITLE = MSC.Nastran job created on 09-May-01 at 14:36:17 
ECHO = NONE 
MAXLINES = 999999999 
SUBCASE 1 
SUBTITLE=GRAV_2T_1 
SPC = 1 





PARAM    POST    -1 
PARAM,NOCOMPS,-l 
PARAM PRTMAXIM YES 
PARAM AUTOSPC YES 
PARAM GRDPNT 0 
PARAM K6ROT 5.0 
LOAD 2 1. 1. 3 
SPCD 2 16942 3 -236 73 
SPC1 1 123 13757 
SPC1 1 3 16942 
SPC1 1 3 19491 
SPC1 1 123 19494 
SPC1 1 123 19503 
SPC1 1 123 19513 
SPC1 1 123 19519 
SPC1 1 123 19531 
SPC1 1 123 19540 
SPC1 1 123 20463 
GRAV 3 0 9807. 0. 
PLOAD4 4 2530 137. 
PLOAD4 4 11766 137. 
PLOAD4 4 11962 137. 
PLOAD4 4 12028 137. 
PLOAD4 4 12076 137. 
PLOAD4 4 12527 137. 
PLOAD4 4 12665 137. 
PLOAD4 4 12759 137. 
PLOAD4 4 12859 137. 
PLOAD4 4 12943 137. 
PLOAD4 4 20811 137. 
PELAS 19 1.7+10 
CELAS1 20953 19 15487 3 
CELAS1 20954 19 15488 3 
CELAS1 20955 19 19552 3 
CELAS1 20956 19 14619 3 
CELAS1 20957 19 14623 3 
CELAS1 20958 19 14622 3 




















CELAS1 20964 19 15631 3 204 3 
CELAS1 20965 19 14657 3 16982 3 
CELAS1 22003 19 20215 3 20144 3 
CELAS1 22004 19 20218 3 ' 20147 3 
CELAS1 22175 19 20263 3 20357 3 
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